MULTI MEDIA PROJECTORS

Panasonic PT-FW100NTE
Wireless Installation Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution WXGA 1280 x 800
- Contrast 400:1
- Widescreen
- Daylite view 3 technology
- Auto rolling filter & anti dust design
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 6.6kg
- Dimensions: 432w x 124h x 319d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code ET-LAF100
  $625 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

$3,925 + GST
ITEM # PT-FW100NTE

Panasonic PT-F100NTE
Wireless Installation Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,200 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 400:1
- Daylite view 3 technology
- Auto rolling filter & anti dust design
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 6.2kg
- Dimensions: 432w x 124h x 319d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code ET-LAP100
  $625 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

$2,715 + GST
ITEM # PT-F100NTE

Panasonic PT-D5700
Conference Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 6,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Wired LAN System
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 14kg
- Dimensions: 530w x 167h x 441d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code ET-LAD57
  $550 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

$8,995 + GST
ITEM # PT-D5700

Panasonic PT-D4000E
Conference Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 4,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 1600:1
- Wired LAN System
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 14kg
- Dimensions: 530w x 167h x 441d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code ET-LAD40
  $450 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

$5,295 + GST
ITEM # PT-D4000E

3,000 LUMEN WXGA
WIRELESS

3,200 LUMEN XGA
WIRELESS

6,000 LUMEN XGA

4,000 LUMEN XGA

PH: 1800 804 230
FAX: 1800 676 083
ABN 20 086 000 731

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST
**Panasonic PT-LB51SE**

- **Portable Projector**
- **$1,145 + GST**
- **ITEM # PT-LB51SE**
- LCD Technology
- Brightness: 2,000 LUMENS
- Lamp: 3,000 Hours
- Resolution: SVGA 800 x 600
- Contrast: 400:1
- Ultra-Lightweight & compact
- Daylite view 2 technology
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 1.8kg
- Dimensions: 297w x 57h x 210d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code ET-LAB50
- $399 + GST
- 2 YEAR WARRANTY

**Panasonic PT-LB51NTE**

- **Wireless Portable Projector**
- **$1,695 + GST**
- **ITEM # PT-LB51NTE**
- LCD Technology
- Brightness: 2,000 LUMENS
- Lamp: 3,000 Hours
- Resolution: XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast: 400:1
- Ultra-Lightweight & compact
- Daylite view 2 technology
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 1.9kg
- Dimensions: 297w x 57h x 210d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code ET-LAB50
- $399 + GST
- 2 YEAR WARRANTY

**Panasonic PT-LB51E**

- **Portable Projector**
- **$1,295 + GST**
- **ITEM # PT-LB51E**
- LCD Technology
- Brightness: 2,000 LUMENS
- Lamp: 3,000 Hours
- Resolution: XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast: 400:1
- Ultra-Lightweight & compact
- Daylite view 2 technology
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 1.8kg
- Dimensions: 297w x 57h x 210d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code ET-LAB50
- $399 + GST
- 2 YEAR WARRANTY

**Panasonic PT-F100E**

- **Installation Projector**
- **$3,245 + GST**
- **ITEM # PT-F100E**
- LCD Technology
- Brightness: 3,200 LUMENS
- Lamp: 3,000 Hours
- Resolution: XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast: 400:1
- Ultra-Lightweight & compact
- Daylite view 3 technology
- Auto rolling filter & anti dust design
- Direct power off
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 6.2kg
- Dimensions: 432w x 124h x 319d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code ET-LAF100
- $625 + GST
- 2 YEAR WARRANTY

**ALL ORDERS OVER $100 DELIVERED FREE**

**PH:** 1800 804 230  
**FAX:** 1800 676 083  
**ABN:** 20 086 000 731
MULTI MEDIA PROJECTORS

EPSON EMP-1810
Portable Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 760
- Contrast 500:1
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 2.9kg
- Dimensions: 345w x 86h x 257d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code V13H010L40
$375 + GST
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$2,525 + GST
ITEM # EMP-1810

EPSON EMP-1715
Wireless Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 2,700 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 760
- Contrast 400:1
- USB Input
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 1.7kg
- Dimensions: 273w x 68h x 193d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code V13H010L38
$425 + GST
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$2,395 + GST
ITEM # EMP-1715

EPSON EMP-6100
Installation Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 760
- Contrast 500:1
- Filtration system, requires low maintenance
- Keystone Correction
- LAN port
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 7kg
- Dimensions: 465w x 146h x 340d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code V13H010L37
$345 + GST
3 YEAR WARRANTY

$2,995 + GST
ITEM # EMP-6100

EPSON EMP-1815
Wireless Portable Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 760
- Contrast 500:1
- USB Input
- Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 3.1kg
- Dimensions: 345w x 86h x 257d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code V13H010L40
$375 + GST
2 YEAR WARRANTY

$2,895 + GST
ITEM # EMP-1815

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST

PH: 1800 804 230
FAX: 1800 676 083
ABN 20 086 000 731
EPSON EMP-X5 Portable Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 2,200 LUMENS
- Lamp 4,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 400:1
- Auto Keystone Correction
- Optical Zoom
- Security with Padlock bar
- Password protect Kensington Lock ready
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 2.7kg
- Dimensions: 327w x 92h x 245d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code V13H010L42
$325 + GST
3 YEAR WARRANTY

2,200 LUMEN XGA

ALL ORDERS OVER $100 DELIVERED FREE
#### TOSHIKA X3000A
**Portable Projector**
- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 400:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control with laser pointer
- Weight: 2.5kg
- Dimensions: 295w x 81h x 255d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code TLPLV6 $350 + GST

**NEW**

#### TOSHIKA TW100
**Wireless Portable Projector**
- DLP Technology
- Brightness 2,600 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- USB Reader
- Wireless LAN
- Power zoom
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control with laser pointer
- Weight: 2.9kg
- Dimensions: 300w x 99h x 218d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code TLPLW10 $475 + GST

### 3 YEAR WARRANTY

#### TOSHIBA T9
**Portable Projector**
- DLP Technology
- Brightness 2,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 2,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Output RGB
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control with Laser pointer & mouse control
- Password & Panel Lock
- Weight: 2kg
- Dimensions: 239w x 107h x 207d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code TLPLV6 $350 + GST

**NEW**

#### TOSHIKA TW355
**Wireless Portable Projector**
- DLP Technology
- Brightness 3,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- USB Reader
- Wireless LAN
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control with laser pointer
- Weight: 5.5kg
- Dimensions: 340w x 115h x 328d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code TLPLW13 $475 + GST

### 3 YEAR WARRANTY

---

**ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST**

**PH:** 1800 804 230  
**FAX:** 1800 676 083  
**ABN:** 20 086 000 731
TOSHIBA EW25
Short Throw Projector
Ideal for Interactive Whiteboards

- DLP Technology
- Brightness 2,600 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution WXGA 1280 x 800
- LAN connection - suitable for networking
- Digital zoom
- Quick shut down - 5 sec
- Digital Keystone Correction
- USB Input
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control with laser pointer
- Weight: 4.2kg
- Dimensions:
  338w x 132h x 267d mm

3 YEAR WARRANTY

$2,345 + GST
ITEM # EW25

NEW

WIRELESS

2,600 LUMEN WXGA

TOSHIBA EX20
Short Throw Projector
Ideal for Interactive Whiteboards

- DLP Technology
- Brightness 2,300 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- LAN connection - suitable for networking
- Digital zoom
- Quick shut down - 5 sec
- Digital Keystone Correction
- USB Input
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control with laser pointer
- Weight: 4.2kg
- Dimensions:
  338w x 132h x 267d mm

$1,895 + GST
ITEM # EW20

NEW

WIRELESS

2,300 LUMEN XGA

TOSHIBA X2000
Portable Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 2,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Password & Panel Lock
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 2.5kg
- Dimensions:
  295w x 81h x 255d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code TLPLW11 $475 + GST

3 YEAR WARRANTY

$1,450 + GST
ITEM # X2000

TOSHIBA X2500
Portable Projector

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 2,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 3,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 600:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Password & Panel Lock
- Output Monitor
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 2.5kg
- Dimensions:
  288w x 92h x 247d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code TLPLW11 $475 + GST

3 YEAR WARRANTY

$1,545 + GST
ITEM # X2500

2,000 LUMEN XGA

ALL ORDERS OVER $100 DELIVERED FREE
**MULTI MEDIA PROJECTORS**

**XD453U**
- Portable Projector

$1,495 + GST
ITEM # XD453U

**WL639U**
- Portable Widescreen Projector

$3,645 + GST
ITEM # WL639U

**XL650U**
- Portable Projector

$3,695 + GST
ITEM # XL650U

**XL5980U**
- Installation Projector

$5,995 + GST
ITEM # XL5980U

- DLP Technology
- Brightness 2,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 4,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Carry Bag
- Weight: 2.6kg
- Dimensions: 261w x 87h x 265d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code VLT-XD430LP
$525 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

2,500 LUMEN XGA

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 4,000 Hours
- Resolution WXGA 1280 x 800
- Contrast 600:1
- Widescreen to support wider PC Screens
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 4.7kg
- Dimensions: 333w x 113h x 272d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code VLT-XL650LP
$525 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

3,500 LUMEN WXGA

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 4,200 LUMENS
- Lamp 5,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 600:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Carry Bag
- Weight: 4.7kg
- Dimensions: 333w x 113h x 272d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code VLT-XL5980LP
$525 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

4,200 LUMEN XGA

- LCD Technology
- Brightness 5,500 LUMENS
- Lamp 2,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 600:1
- Motorised zoom, focus & lens shift
- Anti theft alarm
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 9kg
- Dimensions: 443w x 176h x 434d mm
- Replacement Lamp Code VLT-XL5950LP
$525 + GST

2 YEAR WARRANTY

5,500 LUMEN XGA

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST

PH: 1800 804 230
FAX: 1800 676 083
ABN 20 086 000 731
**Multi-Media Projectors**

**Portable Projector**

**XD206U**
- DLP Technology
- Brightness 2,000 LUMENS
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2000:1
- Keystone Correction Vertical
- Output RGB
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Password Security Lock
- Weight: 2.9kg
- Dimensions: 223w x 88h x 256d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code VLT-XD206LP
  $345 + GST

**2 YEAR WARRANTY**

**SD105U**
- DLP Technology
- Brightness 1,600 LUMENS
- Resolution SVGA 800 x 600
- Contrast 1800:1
- Keystone Correction Vertical
- Output RGB
- Optical Zoom
- Instant Shut down
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Weight: 2.9kg
- Dimensions: 256w x 88h x 223d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code VLT-SD105LP
  $299 + GST

**2 YEAR WARRANTY**

**XL550U**
- LCD Technology
- Brightness 3,100 LUMENS
- Lamp 5,000 Hours
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 400:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Ceiling Mountable
- Remote Control
- Weight: 4.5kg
- Dimensions: 333w x 113h x 272d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code VLT-XL550LP
  $525 + GST

**2 YEAR WARRANTY**

**NEW**

**SD105U** with Instant Shut Down

**XD490U**
- DLP Technology
- Brightness 3,000 LUMENS
- Lamp 5,000 Hours
- Virtual Lens Shift
- Resolution XGA 1024 x 768
- Contrast 2500:1
- Digital Keystone Correction
- Output RGB
- Ceiling Mountable
- Carry Bag
- Remote Control
- Password Security Lock
- Weight: 2.9kg
- Dimensions: 310w x 100h x 245d mm
- Replacement Lamp
  Code VLT-XD400LP
  $575 + GST

**2 YEAR WARRANTY**

**ALL ORDERS OVER $100 DELIVERED FREE**

**PH:** 1800 804 230  
**FAX:** 1800 676 083  
**ABN:** 20 086 000 731